
 

 

 

 

  

 

Minutes of the National Grain Car Council Meeting  
Thursday, September 13, 2018 
Kansas City Marriott Downtown  

200 West 12th Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64105 

 

 
Attendance  

 

Thirty-five members or designated substitutes and 73 members of the public attended.  (Attendance sheets 

are appended to these minutes.)  Designated substitutes included the following. 

 

Phil Van Tassel  Montana Rail Link 

Andy Laurent  Iowa Interstate Railroad, Ltd.  

Amy Homan  Iowa Northern Railway 

Matt Branch  Chicago Freight Car Leasing Co. 

Mark Stefani  Citibank 

Kira Murphy  Canadian Pacific 

James Sobie  Trinity Rail 

James Skeens  Norfolk Southern 

 

 
AGENDA 

 

1:00 pm  1) Welcome, call to order, and introductions 

- Chair Sharon Clark 

- Safety Briefing – Vice Chair Doug Story   

- Roger Fray or Bob Petersen – TEGMA  

- Introductions 

Fred Forstall – Approved substitutes 

Members – self introductions 

    

2) Adoption of 2017 Minutes – Sharon Clark 

       

3) U.S. Competitiveness in a Turbulent Global Market 

Mike Steenhoek, Executive Director, Soy Transportation Coalition  

     

4) A Wall Street View of the Rail Markets  

   Jason Seidl, Managing Director and Senior Research Analyst, Cowan & Co 

 

3:00-3:15 pm Break   

 

  5) Shipper Panel Moderator: Terry McDermott, Bunge  

- Oilseeds supply & demand dynamics 

Brad Hildebrand, Cargill 

- US domestic market supply & demand dynamics  

Bruce Sutherland, Michigan Agricultural Commodities (MAC) 

- Feed grain/wheat market supply & demand dynamics  

Charlie Threlkeld, Consolidated Grain & Barge (CGB) 

 

6) Railroad Reports – Moderator: Doug Story 

Class I reports 

Class II/III reports  



 

7) Rail Equipment Overview, John Glynn, CIT  

 

8) Closing Remarks  

- Chairman Ann Begeman 

- Cochair Deb Miller 

    

5:00 pm  9) Adjourn – Sharon Clark  

 

 

Welcome, call to order, and introductions 

After being called to order, Doug Story gave the safety briefing, after which Terry McDermott 

welcomed the NGCC on behalf of TEGMA.  He noted that this was the ninth year that the NGCC 

annual meeting had been held in conjunction with the TEGMA fall symposium.  DFO Fred 

Forstall reviewed and introduced approved substitutes, and members introduced themselves.   

    

Adoption of 2017 Minutes  

The 2017 minutes were approved as written.  

       

U.S. Competitiveness in a Turbulent Global Market - Mike Steenhoek 

The United States is both a producer for the rest of the world and a consumer of the products of 

the world.  There has been a growth in global demand for protein and nutrition, and the United 

States is positioned to meet that demand with its farmers, shippers, and rail.  With respect to 

agricultural products, the United States produces for the world.  Supply has increased with a 

growth in demand for nutrition and protein.  The transportation system must keep up.  Demand 

growth has been most dramatic for soybeans, which move to many customers half way around the 

world.  Although farmers are a declining constituency, they nevertheless remain a potent force on 

Capitol Hill.  However, there is a transportation dilemma.  Moving freight is not foremost in most 

people’s thinking. The Soy Transportation Coalition has been in China since 1982.  China has 

gone from zero soybean imports to importing 94 million tons (EU is the next-largest market at 14 

million tons).  China gets 38% of its soybeans from the U.S.  China’s growth in demand for 

soybeans has been exponential.  There is no substitute for the Chinese market.  The trade 

imbroglio has had an impact on the reputation of US producers relative to other producers of 

soybeans.  It has been hard for US producers to adjust to the new paradigm, and farmers are 

looking for what to do with their “refugee soybeans,” (i.e., soybeans without a home.)  Brazil, 

United States, Argentina are suppliers to China in that order.  A retreat in demand can have a big 

impact on price, and soybeans have low margins.  Why should farmers care about transportation?  

Because our international competitiveness depends on it. YTD exports through August have 

declined 22.7 percent year over year as other countries have increased.  Exports to Egypt and 

others have increased. but this surge does not equal profitability—Toys “R” Us saw a surge in 

sales before closing.  A driver of the increased sales is a substantially lower price of soybeans.  

The U.S. has the best infrastructure for transportation in the world (better than Brazil) with its rail 

and barge advantages.  Generally, free trade agreements have been beneficial, but the trade 

standoff is further inducement for buyers to look elsewhere.  The Coalition has a top 10 list of 

infrastructure priorities, among them maintaining roads to waterways, dredging the lower 

Mississippi River to 50 feet (desired but “perpetually in the on-deck circle”), and reducing the 

likelihood of load restrictions on bridges.  Bridge Load Testing Initiative, local efforts where the 

problem is most pronounced can reduce detours.  Visual assessments are not accurate.  Using 

technology to remove subjectivity can reduce the cost of detours.  For example, Midland County, 

MI saw a 10% to 30% increased load, with $100,000 annual savings from three bridges due to 

reduced fuel costs.  The Federal Government should consider infrastructure as a tool, in addition 

to subsidies, to reduce the costs of the trade dispute while enhancing long-term competitiveness. 

 

Q&A: 

Someone asked about Brazil’s ability to ramp up production.  Mike said that Brazil has land but is 

reticent because the paradigm is not shifting.  Brazil has also had a truck driver strike. 



   

     

A Wall Street View of the Rail Markets - Jason Seidl,  

Jason is responsible for his firm’s macro railroad and motor carrier (both TL and LTL) views.   At 

the macro level, GDP is good/above trend.  There is a low risk of recession and low 

unemployment, and the yield curve is not inverted.  It is a good time to produce stuff.  Railroads 

are also good; volume is up 4 percent year to date.  There is strength in various commodities but 

expect intermodal to increase as shippers are frustrated by trucking.  Agriculture is up 5%, but coal 

is dipping slightly.  There is strength across all modes of freight.  Storm impact?  With respect to 

agriculture, there has been greater than expected production and inventories of corn and soybeans.  

Shippers expect a 4.7% increase in rail prices due to the economy and the trucking supply, and 

they expect 3.5% growth.  Crude by rail is also expected to increase. 

The economy and tight truck supply are driving the increases.  There was all good news at a recent 

freight conference.  The upcoming peak season is expected to be strong.  The truckload market is 

as strong and the supply of truck drivers as tight as Jason has ever seen, and deliveries are low 

right now due to the supply chain.  He expects mid-single digit price increases in 2019.  

Temporary impact of storm.  Supply chain issue for components.  “What is it going to take to get 

drivers back in the marketplace.  Trucking companies are failing to attract young drivers even 

though pay is up double digits to $55k; that number will keep inching up to the magic number.  

Easing regulations will create some bump in capacity.  There are big orders for trucks right now, 

but OEMs can’t deliver new trucks due to parts issues (plastic parts) and the driver shortage (USA 

Trucks example).  Hiring is better for railroads than for trucking (unionized, pensions, higher 

starting salaries), but railroads are having difficulty finding candidates who pass drug tests.   

 

Q&A: 

Jason was asked about the Wall Street focus on operating ratios (OR) and whether there is a 

correlation between low OR and reduced service; share buybacks; autonomous vehicles and 

electric trucks; Class I investments in infrastructure; and freight demand.  Jason noted that 

railroads are all about operating profits.  (NS is more conservative but is “not good enough” for 

some investors.)  Railroads are not as nimble, but there is no correlation over time between OR 

and reduced service.  CSX may have reduced OR too much, but over time he doesn’t expect low 

OR to impact performance.  CSX has seen a massive improvement.  Jason thinks that the focus on 

OR, which started with PSR, is ironic.  He noted a correlation between capital spending and return 

on capital and suggested that railroads should properly focus on the return on invested capital.  

Jason thinks that share buy backs are like “crack” to railroad executives, who cannot stop because 

investors want buybacks.  Thus, there is pressure on senior managers to continue them.  Railroads 

are also borrowing to do it, but that will probably stop as interest rates rise.  He thinks that 

completely autonomous trucks are decades away but that limited airline-style autonomy (i.e., 

drivers still required) is closer, perhaps 8-10 years away.  To facilitate platooning,” a massive 

investment in road maintenance is necessary.  Also, Washington may not like the impact on jobs. 

He expects that sensitivity to employment (or unemployment) will create drag (i.e., a public 

factor).   Autonomy makes more sense in rail as railroads build on PTC and as Rio Tinto is doing 

in Australia and passenger rail is doing in the U.S.  Unions and the FRA are factors.  Electric 

trucks are being tried out but still need 18-24 months for testing.  Greater purchases are necessary.  

Class I investments in infrastructure are #1 in the world because the railroads control the right of 

way.  Regarding freight demand, he sees a lack of workers and wage inflation as issues.  Railroads 

will go after the intermodal market, but they need to be more consistent to gain market share. 

 

Shipper Panel  

Terry McDermott moderated the shipper panel initially noting that it has been “something” every 

year since 2012.  Continuous change.    

 

Oilseeds supply & demand dynamics - Brad Hildebrand 

These are the most uncertain times in the past 30 years.  As of July, most states saw an increase in 

soybean production due to more acres and ideal growing conditions, with 4.693 billion bushels 

expected in 2018 as of yesterday.  It it an optimal year for production, above the trend line.  



Expect a record year with “lots of beans,” an increase in production of 100 million bushels.  A 

record crush is expected (2.07 billion bushels) due in part to the Argentinean drought.  There is a 

“cloud over the market,” but Brad would much rather have good production than not.  US exports 

are at 2.06 billion, which is strong but without tariffs it could have been 150-200 million more.  

China will still need to import 5-8 million because it is harder for China to wean off oil since it 

needs to keep the population happy.  What is the impact of tariff? – a “good year but could have 

been a lot better.”  There is plenty of stocks but bean prices are in the tank now, some below the 

cost of production.  The government has budgeted $1.65 billion for assistance.  Brad hopes cooler 

heads will prevail but doesn’t expect either President Trump or China to back down.  In the 

coming year, he expects to see the highest stocks-to-use ratio in a long time. 

 

US domestic market supply & demand dynamics - Bruce Sutherland 

With respect to Midwest (IN, IL, MI) supply and demand, record yields are expected. The USDA 

is calling for a bumper crop (despite a July drought in Michigan), and all three states have seen an 

increase in corn feed/fuel.  Expect record beans in all three states; acres of beans equaled acres of 

corn for the very first time.  There is an increase in processing in all three states.  Domestic 

consumption has increased for both feed and fuel.  Hog production up across all three states.  

Michigan has one of the largest hog processing plants in Coldwater.  Also, expect an increase in 

milk cows.  Milk production is up in Michigan and Indiana 11% and 14%, respectively but down 

5% in Ohio.  Egg production is up 19% (organic especially).  More trucks will be on the road 

delivering beans to new producers.  Bruce thinks that the average corn crop will offset the tariff 

issues, but that we will be storing soybeans.  Elevators will hold back beans and ship corn during 

harvest.  His company has 43 million bushels of space.  He expects “difficult execution” 

logistically, noting both truck capacity and infrastructure issues.  Michigan highways are a 

problem, and it will also be hard to move soybeans with a lack of trucks and drivers.  The 

logistical situation will weaken basis values.  With respect to rail, he expects delays in rail service 

because MI is “last in line.”  He expects shorter line hauls and less revenue for MI short lines. 

Increasing Class I rates have changed values, and Bruce is worried about the overall health of the 

short lines since most of Michigan is served by short lines.  He wonders if there are ways to 

reduce paper barriers, and suspects that Class Is may need to move grain shorter distances. 

 

Feed grain/wheat market supply & demand dynamics - Charlie Threlkeld,   

On the corn side, the US had 2.425 billion in corn exports last year and expects 2.4 billion this 

year.  Looking at the world competition, South America is countercyclical but has less available.  

Brazil is countercyclical for season, has two corn crops, but corn acres are less.  The United States 

could have record exports next year amid the second largest corn crop.  With respect to wheat, the 

United States are in the “back of the bus” among the “big 7.”  The EU, Canada, Australia, Russia, 

Ukraine, and others are also big.    The EU struggled with warm weather.  Russia, Ukraine, and 

Australia also had issues with adverse weather.  But our exports are projected to be up.  Where are 

barge rates – trend is higher which will push grain back to rail.  Cheaper barges would tend to pull 

more bushels to the Mississippi River, but the trend is 150 points higher than last year, pushing 

grain back to rail. 

 

Q&A for the panel: 

The panel was asked whether covered barge capacity was increasing.  The largest manufacturing 

facility shut down, and fracking sand is taking barges out of supply, but the size of the fleet hasn’t 

changed.  Operators put covers on the open fleet, but then Southern Illinois coal recovered, so they 

pulled the covers off.  The panel was also asked about bean flows and bottlenecks.  Flows will 

probably go to St. Louis rather than the West Coast, but lots of beans will be kept off market. 

 

  



Railroad Reports  

Doug Story gave introductions and posed initial questions. 

 

Class I reports 

 

Kansas City Southern – Mike Bilovesky 

PTC will be operational by year end.  KCS obtained a two-year extension for interoperability 

testing.  No operational problems yet but going forward?  The expectation is for increased traffic 

to Gulf Coast.  KCS has been spending more revenue on CAPEX. In 2016, it spent 18% of 

revenue on CAPEX and in 2018, 29%.  The CEO is adamant that fast growth means KCS can 

spend more.  Is KCS ready for harvest?  It was “Blah” in August, and today KCS has a “service 

blip,”  Mike is not as comfortable as in previous years.  Though KCS expects to generate more 

loads in the 4th quarter, KCS is not ready for the increase today.  He attributed the “blip” to the 

Mexican national union elections, which effectively shut down the railroad for two days.  On 

average, 24 trains cross the border each day (12 KCS, 12 UP).  The blip dropped 602 cars because 

of a 10% drop in velocity.  Congestion at Laredo filled up sidings.  Half of the sidings are blocked 

from Kansas City to Mexico City (1950 miles).  There are 6025 grain cars in the KCS fleet.  

Average turns are 1.2 trips per month.  A decrease to 1.1 trips per month would reduce capacity by 

600 carloads.  An 8 percent increase in ag business is expected (7,700 carloads).  Mike expects 

KCS “will struggle filling orders.”  Running international crews has provided a bump in capacity 

at the border (33% capacity increase). When asked about staff, he said KCS is up year over year. 

 

CN – David Przednowek 

CN is catching up from being “behind the eight ball.”  With respect to capex for infrastructure, CN 

spent $3.5 billion, putting it in the densest areas and adding 60 miles of double track and sidings 

before winter.  Trying to get ahead of the curve.  CN has 1900 high horsepower locomotives and 

is spending heavily for locomotives with 150 leased units and 200 new units on order being built.  

An order for another 60 was announced last week.  Aggressive hiring and training are under way 

for the Southern Region (i.e., the United States) with a net increase of 200 T&E crewmen 

expected by December.  Trying to take a “fair approach to assessorial charges by adding days of 

service.  Demand can change quickly, and the future is uncertain, but the goal is growth.  CN 

relies on customers to project demand and is “one tweet away from more business.”  CN has had 

to deal with minor storm damage (wash outs and such).  CN expects to implement PTC fully by 

2020; 58 percent of the footprint is implemented. PTC is operable on 35 subs, which satisfies all 

milestones, and there are only four subs left to be completed. 

 

Norfolk Southern – Jim Skeens 

It has been a challenging year.  NS was not resourced at the beginning of the year but is now 

hiring, leasing locomotives, and increasing velocity, an aggressive “resourcing up.”  There are 

1,800 new T&E crewmen (against a plan of 1,100) or a net increase of 300 T&E crewmen.  NS is 

not where it needs to be, but resources are better than in January.  For weekend service, NS is 

“clean-sheeting” and determining what is best for each yard.  Demand is strong.  Velocity is not 

where it needs to be.  Drilling down to each serving yard.  Making slow progress toward.  Help to 

move unscheduled trains.  Speed and dwell statistics progressing by fits and starts.  NS is trying to 

add service and are reviewing charges to provide credits where it is under performing.  NS has 

spent 17%-18% on capex (the goal is growth) and has partially implemented PTC.  Jim answered 

questions about growth (if the opportunity is there, NS will take it) and Hurricane Florence (better 

prepared this year with more T&E employees available, but NS is not where it needs to be).  

Chairman Begeman asked when NS will get where it wants to be, and Jim said that hiring is a 

challenge; NS will add 200-300 employees net by year end who are needed to move unscheduled 

trains.  When asked if NS was moving headquarters, Jim said he hasn’t heard anything official. 

 

Locomotives 

• Total units in service (including leased units) – 3,950 (average MTD as of 08/16/18) 

• Units stored serviceable – 0  

 



Grain cars 

• Total cars in grain fleet – 3538 (as of 08/16/18)  

• No. in unit trains 3150  

• No. in single car service 384  

• Plan to keep 30-32 sets in service for harvest 

 

CSX – Rob Finch 

CSX is ready for harvest.  The network is running better, and the metric are moving in the right 

direction.  Most [operational] changes are “behind us.”  Year to date, train velocity is up, and 

dwell is down from 11.5 hours to 9.7 hours.  The railroad is running as good or better than before 

PSR.  500 locomotives are in storage.  There are enough T&E crews to meet demand; 180 T&E 

are on furlough, but 56 were recently called back.  The fleet includes 3500 covered hopper cars.  

The CSX Express Program is doing well, with 69 participants (15-hour turnaround).  According to 

the demand forecast that CSX receives from its customers, the last half of October and the first 

half of November are expected to be the peak.  Prior to Hurricane Florence, CSX expedited key 

shipments, drew resources out, has five ballast trains ready, and worked with unions to have 

people ready.  PTC work is on track to meet the 2018 extension.  CSX does not expect much 

going to the PNW but rather expects incremental ag volumes to the Gulf and East Coasts.  There 

are no other plans on the radar right now.  CSX believes that you can have a lower operating ratio 

and a better product.  Vice Chairman Deb Miller asked about reorganization of regions and 

divisions (still too early to tell effects, and still have positions to fill) and about accessorial charges 

and shipper complaints.  CSX claimed it does not want to drive revenue with supplemental 

charges but rather move cars faster. The goal of assessorial charges is moving equipment.   Board 

Chairman Begeman asked whether CSX is reopening Nashville.  CSX confirmed it had reopened 

the Nashville hump but said that there are no other yard opening plans. 

 

Canadian Pacific – Kira Murphy  

CP is well-positioned to move the harvest, expects a large crop in Canada, and is working with 

customers to move it.  Trade tensions are a wild card potentially leading to different traffic 

patterns.  CP will hire 700 new T&E crew and will acquire 100 remanufactured high-horsepower 

locomotives.  The grain car fleet is 16,500 cars, one third of which are moving in the United 

States.  Also, CP is investing $500 million in new grain cars (shorter, higher cube cars) and 

invested $1.5 billion total in 2018.  Dwell was longer earlier but is back down now.  Train weights 

and lengths are up.  The current target length is 8,500 feet.  New cars will provide a 16 percent 

increase in capacity over a 7,000 foot train.  CP expects 2-2.5 trips/month to the PNW.  8500-foot 

trains with new hopper cars has led to a 44% lift.   The last PTC challenge is interoperability; a 

new implementation plan has been submitted.  When asked about bean exports from Vancouver, 

Kira reported that Canadian beans are moving out well but was unsure about US beans.  Eleven 

out of 154 high throughput elevators (16-hour load time and 24-hour turnaround time) have 8,500 

foot capacity.  CP sidings are mostly 10,000 feet long. 

 

Union Pacific – Dan Hartmann 

UP has 17,000 active T&E crews and a robust pipeline of new graduates, ~ 200 per month.  There 

are 8,200 total locomotives with an average age of 20 years.  Of those, 300 are stored for surge 

capacity.  There are 15,000 grain cars with 14,000 in active service and an average age of 20 

years.  UP expects to implement fully PTC by 2020.  PTC has been installed on 100 percent of the 

lines and locomotives and will be 75 percent completed by the end of the year.  With respect to 

short lines, most have equipment in place already.  UP is working with both Class Is and short 

lines on interoperability.  Regarding trade, UP is looking at how to build up area bases if a shift to 

the Gulf of Mexico happens.  UP can accommodate some growth and is embracing technology 

(e.g., mobile work order process, better accuracy of ETAs, new system incorporates GPS).  Crews 

now have handhelds to log work events so that customers know instantly and ETAs are in GPS 

now, making real time adjustments.  UP is making changes to increase consistency to instill higher 

confidence on the part of shippers.       

 

  



BNSF – Scott Stoa 

BNSF has 7544 locomotives, 80% of which are high horsepower, and a surge (stored) of fleet 430.  

BNSF has pulled many out of storage.  Total fleet of ag covered hopper cars is 29,400, of which 

7,000 are older 268 K and 22,400 are 286 K.  7100 are newer shorter cars.  In 2018, 1018 new cars 

were added, but there has been no net growth to the overall fleet.  BNSF has 140 shuttle sets, 

which looks solid to late spring.  Total TY&E is 18,188 with ~ 2,300 new hires this year and 

continued hiring expected next year. Current furloughs are 41, near the Mississippi River.  

Manpower is a primary resource concern; it is a “tough job market.”  BNSF is trying to “keep 

people in the chair.”  The tariff situation is disappointing.  Scot is not sure where the volume 

wants to go or will go but is ready if it comes.  BNSF sees traffic increasing toward the Gulf, 

Mexico, and Mississippi River and away from the PNW.  BNSF has met all PTC requirements 

with the exception of interoperability.  It is proving to be worth the investment.  With respect to 

metrics, operating ratio is less of a focus.  Given BNSF ownership, return on invested capital is the 

more important number.  Coal is not down as much as expected.  In answer to a question about 

capacity at St. Louis for beans, Scot noted that BNSF hasn’t tested what St. Louis can do and no 

one knows what the capacity is across all railroads.  He expects that this will be a record year for 

BNSF. 

 

Locomotives 

• Total fleet – 7,544 units 

• 6,026 high HP units 

• Surge Fleet set at 430, down from 800 in January 

 

Grain Cars 

• The current Ag covered hopper fleet is 29,400 

• 268k fleet is at 7,000 

• 286k fleet is 22,400 (includes 7,100 new generation) shuttle cars 

• 2018 hopper acquisition set at 1,080 

• 140 shuttle sets operating the full year 2018  

 

Crew Resources 

• 18,188 Active 

• 2,288 new hires for 2018 

• Current furlough count is 41 

 

Class II/III reports  

 

Montana Rail Link – Phil Van Tassel 

MRL has 76 locomotives and 1,100 railcars.  In 2017, MRL shipped 86,000 grain cars.  Heavy 

volumes have continued.  MRL has experienced issues finding employees.  MRL hired 100 this 

year, is hiring 22 switchmen per quarter, and is investing $68 million in capital improvements. 

  

Locomotives 

• 76 locomotives in MRL fleet 

• MRL acquired four additional SD70 ACE’s that will be delivered this fall. 

 

Grain Cars 

• 106 cars in grain fleet, all in single car service. 

• Shuttle Trains/UGT anticipated to operate during harvest, and shuttle turn time are BNSF 

driven metrics.  

 

Crew resources 

• Hired 100 new employees this year:  

• 34 of which are track laborers, bringing total number of track laborers to 262.  

• 40 of which are switchmen, bringing total number of operating employees to 430 



• Plans to hire an additional 22 switchmen per quarter for the immediate future. 

• MRL does not have any furloughed employees currently.  

 

Nebraska Central (Rio Grande Pacific) – Mike Haeg 

There are 21 locomotives in the fleet.  With respect to car supply, singles have been a challenge.  

Labor is really “tough.” After screening applicants for background, drug use, and physical 

condition, not many people are left.  Nebraska Central is trying to hold on to its employees.  

Market condition expectations are erratic.  The expected harvest outlook is 50% of the previous 

year for beans, and corn is better with a 26-cent spread.   

   

Locomotives 

• 21 locomotives in the NCRC fleet 

• Class I run through power for unit/shuttle trains 

 

Grain cars 

• NCRC relies on class I car supply for both singles and units 

• Unit/shuttle trains generally turned to and from Class I within 24 hours  

 

Crew Resources 

• Actively hiring crews in advance of harvest 

• No furloughs – labor situation is tight 

 

Harvest outlook  

• Erratic market conditions 

• Late Sept/Oct/Nov harvest push, especially for soybeans, will not be nearly the same 

push as last year.  Expecting about 50% of previous years.  Customers are expecting a 

delayed big push on soybeans in Jan/Feb/Mar 2019. 

 

Iowa Interstate – Andy Laurent 

On the service front, IAIS experienced high waters in Iowa. A July storm inundated the mainline, 

which was returned to service in four days.  IAIS lost a bridge on the main line.  Chicago is in 

better shape now than before; fluidity has improved.  The storage market is strengthening.  Car 

supply is well-sized for IAIS needs.  There are 40 locomotives.  At the moment, half are high 

horsepower, but this will increase.  With respect to PTC, IAIS runs on Metra and got a federal 

grant.  IAIS is hiring.  Capital expenditures include replacing rail; the entire system to Des Moines 

is complete.   

 

Rapid City, Pierre, & Eastern (Genesee & Wyoming) – Jon Harman 

G&W has 6,012 grain cars in its US fleet.  He expects a lighter harvest, is seeing interest in St. 

Louis, and is comfortable on car counts.  There are no furloughs, and the railroad is actively 

hiring.  The tariff situation has impacted the flow of other commodities. 

 

Iowa Northern Railway – Amy Homan  

On PTC, Iowa Northern got a grant and is complying.  Motive power consists of 21 locomotives 

and 6 slugs.  IN has the best trainmen around, and the Class Is keep “stealing” them.  Car 

availability is not an issue.  First mile, last mile is our business; we work closely with our shippers.   

Though proud to be independent, we expect continued consolidation in the short line industry. 

 

Watco Transportation Services – Doug Story 

Watco has 39 railroads with about 150 locomotives, and 1,700 covered hoppers across all 

railroads.  They are staffed relatively well, but it is a tough market.  They have experienced 

flooding in Wisconsin.  The business model is to take care of the customers, to whom Watco 

depends on to grow.  Watco railroads with grain traffic include KO, SKOL, WSOR, GDLK, AA, 

PCC, EIRR, ARS, and MSR.  Locomotives – 143 locomotives across all railroads 

 



Grain cars 

• 1,675 covered hopper fleet across KO, SKOL, WSOR, and PCC.   

• Shuttle trains across the Watco network use Class I power and Class I or private 

equipment and operate within the interchange times specified by Class I partners.   

 

Crew Resources – All railroads are fully staffed.   

 

Harvest outlook 

• The market conditions continue to be very inconsistent with the tariff issues. 

• Expecting a very good soybean and corn harvest but it is still an unknown as to where 

and when it will move.   

 

Question – With regard to the recent changes in OT-5 authority requirements, how is the extra 

information making the parties more efficient?  Representatives answered that extra information 

allows better tracking and to avoid carrying empties, as well as helping with congestion. 

 

Rail Equipment Overview - John Glynn   

There are approximately 186 M covered hopper cars in the North American fleet (2017), of which 

about 67 M are 4750s.  59% of cars are less than 26 years old, and 25% have less than 10 years of 

service.  Railroads have increased their level of ownership.  Demand is expected to decrease.  

There are strong orders of covered hoppers.  Scrapping picked up in 2017 and continued in 2018.  

The 56-foot car is the new standard, four feet shorter than older cars.  On the horizon is the short 

footprint car – a 5200 cubic foot car with longitudinal gates.  Canadian fleets are slightly larger. 

 

Closing Remarks  

Board Vice Chairman Deb Miller thanked the planning staff, Sharon, Doug, Mark, and Erica, and 

the meeting was adjourned by NGCC Chair Sharon Clark. 
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